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TEA PARTY
 
Contrary to the common understanding seeping
from this quarter of the world, 'High Tea' usually
refers to a working class meal in the evening akin to
dinner. The ritualistic sipping of tea with a spot of
scones and dainties widely accredited to the
Duchess of Bedford should be correctly addressed
as 'Afternoon Tea'.
 
At the historic Eastern and Oriental Hotel the affair
of tea takes on a heightened seriousness even
decades after the colonial yoke was lifted.
Gentlemen are expected to call on the parlour in
proper slacks with the attending ladies elegantly
attired as well. Upon being seated by smart looking
attendants, a choice of tea rendered would be
followed by 2 tiers of scones and savouries and a
plate of desserts. Polite conversation would ensue
and all would be well within the expanse of Her
Majesty's unfailing empire.
 
For the scrumptious scones accompanied by
homemade jam and clotted cream that could hold
their own against any British made counterparts I
would gladly immerse in these bygone civilities.
 
The E&O is after all a colonial relic capable of
conjuring up quite a few ghosts of the past and
afternoon tea at 1885 will suffice as delicious
appeasements.
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Contrary to the common understanding seeping
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refers to a working class meal in the evening akin to
dinner. The ritualistic sipping of tea with a spot of
scones and dainties widely accredited to the
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TEA PARTY
 
Contrary to the common understanding seeping
from this quarter of the world, 'High Tea' usually
refers to a working class meal in the evening akin to
dinner. The ritualistic sipping of tea with a spot of
scones and dainties widely accredited to the
Duchess of Bedford should be correctly addressed
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Contrary to the common understanding seeping
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Rituals Of The Afternoon Tea
How delightfully British! 5/5
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